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The purpose of research paper: 

- to meet the creative people of our village, to learn 

more about their skills; 

- to restore the facts of their creative activity; 

-to present their works. 

Research methods: 

-study theoretical materials about handmade; 

- conversations with needle women; 

-creating presentation. 

Hypothesis:  

Handmade is not only a fascinating hobby but also 

a benefit  for health and soul. 



Find something you like and you‟ll be happy! 

 

 

Do handmade things and you‟ll get pleasure! 



Folk creativity is rooted in the past. Russia has 

always been famous for creative people. 

Russian masters invested their soul, dreams, 

hopes and joy in their creativity. We should learn 

their creativity. It is our history, the  history of our 

Motherland, Russia. 

Nowadays more handmade things are emerging. 

In order to learn more about skilled people of our 

village I decided to carry out my research. 



At the turn of the 20th and the 21st centuries 

the word  „handmade‟ was firmly 

established in Russia . It means „things 

made completely by hands, not by 

machine‟. That‟s why the received product 

is of high quality and exclusive. Handmade 

things are very various. They can be made 

in different styles. Patchwork, embroidery, 

knitting, crochet, beadwork, quailing… 



I decided to find out what types of 

handmade is   popular in our place. I 

learned that the most popular hobbies are 

beadwork, knitting, crochet, embroidery 

and patchwork. I wanted  to learn more 

about all these styles. 



Having studied the history of   

beadwork I have learnt the following; 

- beadwork is one of the  oldest 

 handicrafts; 

- bead products were famous  

in Ancient Egypt; 

-  bead was famous in Russia  

in the 4th century; 

- M.V.Lomonosov organized the  

production of bead in Russia; 

- In the 19th century bead was very popular; 

- At the beginning of 20th century the interest in beadwork weakened; 

- In the 21st century the beadwork is in fashion again. 



Knitting and crochet is one of the oldest 

types of handicraft. It has existed for more 

than 3000 years. Our grandmothers 

knitted tablecloths and napkins for interior 

decoration. They  also knitted collars, 

wares, socks. Women spent at work long 

winter  evenings creating amazing things. 



The meaning of knitting is much deeper that 

we think. Each  loop carries information 

about people and their feelings. Knitted 

things can tell about he character and 

interests of the knitter. Things, knitted by 

the hands of a dear person, give 

happiness. 



      Embroidery is  also very old,  but it is still 
popular. In Russia embroidery was used to 
decorate clothes, shoes and towels. 
Scenes of life were created in embroidery. 
Embroidered things were used to decorate 
icons, mirrors and windows. It was 
believed that embroidered  

   towels protected people  

   from evil forces, diseases.  



     Patchwork –flap product, flap sewing, textile 
mosaic. It is a traditional handicraft in the culture of 
different countries. It is one of the most difficult 
kinds of handicraft. It requires patience, desire. As 
a result, new things will de created. It is a hobby 
not only for the hands but also for the soul. It is an 
opportunity to create a masterpiece yourself. Using 
patchwork, you can make practically everything: 
blankets, pains, toys, nice flowers, fashion clothes, 
carpets, napkins. 

Each product has 

 its own soul. 



      Making my research, I found out that 

people can do many kinds of hand made 

and create many unique things. What is 

more, these people  live in my village. Let 

me introduce them. 



      Tatiana Lescheva is a teacher of Russian 
language and Literature. Her hobby is 
beadwork, namely topinaria. Topinaria is a 
decoration, which is a fantastic tree. 

   Topinaria is a tree of happiness. 

   It is a  symbol of wealth. Tatiana‟s son was 
interested in beadwork when he was in the 4th  
from. Then he changed his hobbies but bead 
work become a real  passion for Tatiana. 
Beadwork is not only her hobby, it‟s her life. She 
gives it all her spare time.  



Tatiana makes fantastic trees and flowers, 

using bead, coffee beans, textile, and 

different figures of birds and animals. Her 

things are nice and unforgettable. 



          

 

        Natalia Lebedeva is a teacher.  

    She knows much about handmade. 

    Natalia can knit and crochet, she is fond 

    of embroidery and patchwork.  

    She says: “ I can‟t imagine my life without creating 
handmade things”.  

    Her things are very individual and nice. 

    She likes to make talismans for  

    her friends and relatives.  

    She knits nice clothes for her grandchildren.  

    Natalia says: “ I knit, I think, I become kinder. I knit my 
destiny” 



        Мarina Pavlova …  

    This women is really  

    a Jack of all trades.    

    When I entered her house,  

   I thought I was in a fairy tale. 

  Just look at her works and you‟ll 

understand eveything. 



          Marina began to do needle work since 

childhood. Her grandmother taught her to 

knit and crochet. Marina knitted for 

daughters and then they began to knit 

themselves. Marina‟s knitted things are 

beautiful and very original. 



        She says: “ I love making things with my 

own hands. When the result is pretty and 

useful, then it‟s twice cool. Handmade things 

are wonderful because so much love goes into 

them!”.  Her  house is fully decorated  by 

handmade things. This gives her house comfort 

and unique originality. 



These women are happy, they have their hobby. 

They do handmade things and get pleasure. 

It‟s incredible what fantasy they have! 



        Handmade is an amazing hobby. Moreover, it 
turns out that it is also a source of health. 

        Needle work lovers live longer.  Children are 
more attentive. All kinds of needle work treat. 

        It is believed that  embroidery relieves 
headache and blood vessels. It helps when you 
are very tired. 

        Beading cures insomnia, concentrates 
attention, strengthens the nervous system. 

       Knitting helps with depression. 

       Crochet relieves headache and helps with 
heart disease. 

       If you find something  you like you‟ll be not 
only happy but also healthy! 

 



I believe that the hypothesis I put forward is fully confirmed. 

After complete  my research, I came to the following 
conclusion: 

In our village there are people who can teach us to make 
handmade things 

Handmade  is a useful  rest and calmness, an interesting 
and  exciting activity, the creation of beautiful things. 

Handmade is health, because it improves the physical and 
emotional state of a person. 

Handmade is not only a fascinating hobby but also a 
benefit for  health and soul. 

 


